Introduction
In this paper we extend the result of [1] to the case of the space of multifunctions.
Let (i2, S,fJ.) be a measure space with a nonnegative, nontrivial a-finite and complete measure /x, and let X be the space of all extended real-valued, 27-measurable functions x = x(.) over !?, finite /¿-almost everywhere; two functions equal /x-a.e. will be treated as the same element of X.
Let p : ft x X -* [0, oo] be such that:
1. p(t,x) is a convex modular in X for every t £ i2, 2. if p(t, x) = 0 for /x-a.e. t G i2, then x = 0, 3. p{t,x) is ¿^-measurable on i2 for all x G X,
for all x G X, then p s is a convex modular in X and X Pt -{x G X : p 3 (ax) -• 0 as a -> 0} is a modular space with the Luxemburg norm Let X = {F : ft -» 2®" : F(t) be nonempty and closed for every t G ft}. Two multifunctions F,GSX such that F(t) = G(t) for /x-a.e. t £ ft will be treated as the same element of X. For FgX we introduce two functions ¿(F) and f(F) by the formulas:
For all F, G € X^ we define a metric d(F, G) by the formula:
A general theorem LEMMA 1. If (X Pt , ||.|| Pj ) is a complete space, then (X^,d) is a complete space.
Proof. Let {Fn} C X^ be the Cauchy sequence. So for every e > 0 there is Af such that for all n,m > M d (F n ,F m 
It is easy to see that F G X^ and d(F n , F) 0 as n oo. Let K ^ 0 be a real constant. For all / G X we define an operator A by the formula:
For all F G X* we define an operator A by the formula:
for every t G ft and / G X} and the equation
and we define the functions /i, fa by the formulas: Proof. Let us assume that k > 0. For F £ X*a we have f(A(F))(.) = Kp(.,/2(F)) e Xp" because f2(F) e XPj, f(A(F))(.) = ,/i(F)) € Xp" because /i(F) £ XPt (see Theorem 21.2 in [1] 
) and A(F)(t) = [np{t, f2{F)), np(t, fi(F))] for every £ £ J?, because p is segmently-continuous and fulfils 4. If * < 0 then /(A(F))(f) = np(t, fi(F)), f(A(F))(t) = KP(t,f2(F)) and A(F)(t) = [Kp(t, fi(F)), np(t, f2(F))]
for every t e f2. 
sup(|/i(F)(i) -fi(G)(t)\,\f2(F)(t) -f2(G)(t)|}

< sup{|/(F)(i) -¿(G)(t)\,\f(F)(t) -f(G)(t)|}
for every t 6 0. 
